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REVOK to show first-ever works on canvas in
Los Angeles solo exhibition, SYSTEMS,
October 22 – November 12, 2016
Presented by the Detroit-based Library Street Collective gallery in their Mid-City pop-up
space, SYSTEMS comprises 17 paintings conceptually informed by the maturation of
REVOK’s foundational identity as a graffiti writer
Los Angeles, CA — October 15, 2016 — In a simultaneous divergence from and nod to his
prolific, decades-long career in the ephemeral medium of public-space graffiti writing, Jason
REVOK is pleased to debut his first-ever works on canvas—many of which he has created by
repurposing tools and materials traditionally used by authorities to eradicate graffiti, like paint
rollers and industrial grade airless paint sprayers. Six additional compositions are painted on
blank aluminum street signs sourced directly from the same industrial supplier as those
REVOK spent much of his foundational career illicitly defacing.
SYSTEMS, which marks the second show of Library Street Collective’s L.A. pop-up space,
comprises four compositionally distinct components:
•

Loop paintings aesthetically evoke REVOK’s core influence of Frank Stella’s
geometric abstraction works. Each is made using a custom roller tool that REVOK uses
to manually apply paint in a precise repetitive motion. Conceptually, the loop paintings
draw influence from musician William Basinski, a contemporary avant-garde composer
whose ‘Disintegration Loops’ came about when he was attempting to convert 20-yearold tape loops into digital format and the preservation process caused the magnetic
film to flake, progressively altering the fundamental character of the resulting sound
with every loop. Likewise, REVOK manually drags a homemade roller tool (unique to
each painting) across the canvas with a repetitive predetermined mechanical motion
that alters the wet paint with every gesture. Unlike Stella’s Black Paintings, REVOK’s
lines reveal glitches of wavering precision, reminding us that there is a human being
behind the work.

•

For instrument exercises, REVOK enlisted a mechanical engineer to create a custom
apparatus that would allow him to concurrently deploy eight bottles of spray paint in a
musical staff-like orientation. With the device, he creates on a canvas or aluminum sign
a single improvisational stroke. The sensory process itself offers a satisfaction that he
likens to the feeling one gets when taking spray paint to a wall for the first time ever.

•

Anti-paintings, subtitled In Memory Of, aptly employ a reductive process for which
REVOK writes the names of his recently deceased friends and loved ones, then strips
away the paint with the same method as city workers do when attempting to rub off
rather than paint over graffiti. The end result is neither legible writing nor a cleanly

erased slate; the two forces of creation and erasure are chemically at odds with one
another by nature of the medium, and the aesthetic result yields an entirely different
presence than either action intended.
•

Self portraits, an interpretive time lapse of REVOK’s studio practice, are literally
industrial drop cloths that have been laid on his studio floor for a duration ranging from
five months to two years, mounted on monochrome canvas and titled after the duration
over which the drop cloth was on the floor accumulating the byproduct of his natural
creative flow. The artist explains that because he has no conscious authorship nor
ownership over each one’s artistic direction, his ‘self portrait’ series maintains a unique
authenticity antithetical to the subjectivity of the traditional self portrait.

The exhibition’s title, SYSTEMS, references the intended ambiguity of the blended mechanical
and manual elements of the artist’s production process for the Loop paintings in particular, as
well as to his actual method – a persistent and meditative process that is done by hand but
with mechanical precision made possible by the use of a specific rote gesture to operate each
of his handmade painting tools.
Additionally on view will be a tall X-shaped work, Ascension/Dissention, made of synthetic
polymer on carved birch and medium density fiberboard. With a stark aesthetic parallel to
Frank Stella’s subtler Black Series works, the piece marks a stylistic divergence from the
more complex geometries found in REVOK’s wood assemblages of the past seven years.
Following an artist reception on Saturday, October 22 from 7 – 9 p.m., SYSTEMS will be on view at Library
Street Collective’s Los Angeles pop-up (Castelli Arts Complex, 5428 W. Washington Blvd. in Mid-City)
through Saturday, November 12. Standard gallery hours are Wednesday – Saturday, noon – 6 p.m.
Sales inquiries: 313-600-7443 or info@lscgallery.com

ABOUT REVOK
Jason REVOK is an American contemporary artist noted for his complex assemblage
works. Respected for decades of influential and pioneering work as a graffiti writer,
REVOK’s studio work explores deeply shared themes involving place and human
experience using the very materials that make up the environment around him. REVOK
has exhibited in the Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles as well as The Pasadena
Museum of Contemporary Art. His work has been exhibited internationally in the United
States, Europe and the Middle East and is in a number of important private collections
worldwide.
ABOUT LIBRARY STREET COLLECTIVE
Library Street Collective specializes in cutting edge contemporary fine art with a focus on
emerging and established artists who have pushed the boundaries of traditional medium and
exhibition space. Located in the heart of downtown Detroit, we present regular group and
solo exhibitions while contributing to the artistic renaissance of the city's public, private, and
heritage spaces. It is our mission to bring both world-renowned artists and exciting new work
to a reimagined Detroit, as well as carry this sentiment as we expand our presence through
exhibitions, special projects and art fairs nationally and internationally.

APPENDIX: SELECTED WORKS
Anti-paintings (In Memory Of)

Afterlife 1 (2014). 60 x 48 inches. Acrylic, oil enamel, and graffiti
remover on aluminum.

Loop paintings

Kundalini 1 (2016). 72 x 60 inches. Synthetic polymer and oil
enamel on canvas.

Instrument exercises

Instrument exercise 1 (2015). 60 x 48 inches. Sprayed acrylic
on aluminum mounted to powder-coated steel frame.

Self portraits

Self Portrait, July-October (2016). 96 x 72 inches. Synthetic
polymer on linen drop cloth mounted on canvas.

